SANA Semiconductors Ltd.

Technical Staff

Job Descriptions
- Measurement
- Support technical works
- Training will be provided
- Sample preparation

Requirements
- Having a Higher diploma or studying degree in Electronic/Computer/Mechanical Engineering or related disciplines
- Flexible working time arrangement
- Interested in wireless circuit design such as electromagnetic/microwave engineering/analog circuit design
- Training and education will be provided on their interested area
- Potential students will be welcome to join company as trainee for industrial final year projects with their university departments as well as summer or one-year internship

Application
Interested candidates please send your resume to Dr Steve MUNG
Email: stevemung@sanasemi.com

About Company
SANA Semiconductors Ltd.
SANA Semiconductors is a fabless company specializing in developing Power Amplifier Modules (PAMs) for mobile phones and other 3G/4G/5G wireless and IoT devices. SANA leads the industry by delivering single band PAMs in the form factor of 2 mm x 2 mm and dual and quad band PAMs in 2.5 mm x 3 mm, which are the world’s smallest in the respective classes. By employing advanced monolithic designs and simplified packaging methodologies, SANA has leading edge technical strengths and experiences in producing single, dual and multi band PAMs and other RF front-end modules in reduced sizes and with top performance for 3G/4G and IoT applications.